## Wedding Reception

**events@nelson-atkins.org**  
816.751.1234

### Five Hour Indoor *(includes one additional hour)*

- Rozzelle Court and Kirkwood Hall
- One hour cocktails in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Two hour dinner in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Two hour dancing in Kirkwood Hall

**TOTAL: $19,500** (Less 50% Society of Fellows discount)  
**$9,750***

### Five Hour Outdoor and Indoor *(includes one additional hour)*

- East Sculpture Terrace and Kirkwood Hall
- One hour cocktails on East Sculpture Terrace
- Four hour dinner & dancing in Kirkwood Hall

**TOTAL: $19,500** (Less 50% Society of Fellows discount)  
**$9,750***

### Six Hour Indoor *(includes two additional hours)*

- Rozzelle Court and Kirkwood Hall
- One hour cocktails in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Two hour dinner in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Three hour dancing in Kirkwood Hall

**TOTAL: $21,500** (Less 50% Society of Fellows discount)  
**$10,250***

### Six Hour Indoor *(includes two additional hours)*

- Rozzelle Court, Kirkwood Hall, and Bloch Lobby
- One hour cocktails in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Two hour dinner in Rozzelle Court or Kirkwood Hall
- Three hour dancing in Bloch Lobby

**TOTAL: $29,500** (Less 50% Society of Fellows discount)  
**$14,750***

---

*N: Join and save! Must be a member of the Society of Fellows, Collector's Circle level and above to receive discounted rate. | Pricing is subject to change without notice and premium rental rates apply on select dates. | 6 p.m. is the earliest start time and all events must conclude by midnight.*